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  Drawdown Paul Hawken,2017-04-18 • New York Times bestseller • The 100 most
substantive solutions to reverse global warming, based on meticulous research
by leading scientists and policymakers around the world “At this point in
time, the Drawdown book is exactly what is needed; a credible, conservative
solution-by-solution narrative that we can do it. Reading it is an effective
inoculation against the widespread perception of doom that humanity cannot
and will not solve the climate crisis. Reported by-effects include increased
determination and a sense of grounded hope.” —Per Espen Stoknes, Author, What
We Think About When We Try Not To Think About Global Warming “There’s been no
real way for ordinary people to get an understanding of what they can do and
what impact it can have. There remains no single, comprehensive, reliable
compendium of carbon-reduction solutions across sectors. At least until now.
. . . The public is hungry for this kind of practical wisdom.” —David
Roberts, Vox “This is the ideal environmental sciences textbook—only it is
too interesting and inspiring to be called a textbook.” —Peter Kareiva,
Director of the Institute of the Environment and Sustainability, UCLA In the
face of widespread fear and apathy, an international coalition of
researchers, professionals, and scientists have come together to offer a set
of realistic and bold solutions to climate change. One hundred techniques and
practices are described here—some are well known; some you may have never
heard of. They range from clean energy to educating girls in lower-income
countries to land use practices that pull carbon out of the air. The
solutions exist, are economically viable, and communities throughout the
world are currently enacting them with skill and determination. If deployed
collectively on a global scale over the next thirty years, they represent a
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credible path forward, not just to slow the earth’s warming but to reach
drawdown, that point in time when greenhouse gases in the atmosphere peak and
begin to decline. These measures promise cascading benefits to human health,
security, prosperity, and well-being—giving us every reason to see this
planetary crisis as an opportunity to create a just and livable world.
  Natural Language Processing with Python Steven Bird,Ewan Klein,Edward
Loper,2009-06-12 This book offers a highly accessible introduction to natural
language processing, the field that supports a variety of language
technologies, from predictive text and email filtering to automatic
summarization and translation. With it, you'll learn how to write Python
programs that work with large collections of unstructured text. You'll access
richly annotated datasets using a comprehensive range of linguistic data
structures, and you'll understand the main algorithms for analyzing the
content and structure of written communication. Packed with examples and
exercises, Natural Language Processing with Python will help you: Extract
information from unstructured text, either to guess the topic or identify
named entities Analyze linguistic structure in text, including parsing and
semantic analysis Access popular linguistic databases, including WordNet and
treebanks Integrate techniques drawn from fields as diverse as linguistics
and artificial intelligence This book will help you gain practical skills in
natural language processing using the Python programming language and the
Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) open source library. If you're interested in
developing web applications, analyzing multilingual news sources, or
documenting endangered languages -- or if you're simply curious to have a
programmer's perspective on how human language works -- you'll find Natural
Language Processing with Python both fascinating and immensely useful.
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  Creative Titling with Final Cut Pro Diannah Morgan,2004 Final Cut Pro has
revolutionized the world of desktop video editing. Now it's set to do the
same for title sequences.
  Maker-Centered Learning Edward P. Clapp,Jessica Ross,Jennifer O. Ryan,Shari
Tishman,2016-12-05 The Agency by Design guide to implementing maker-centered
teaching and learning Maker-Centered Learning provides both a theoretical
framework and practical resources for the educators, curriculum developers,
librarians, administrators, and parents navigating this burgeoning field.
Written by the expert team from the Agency by Design initiative at Harvard's
Project Zero, this book Identifies a set of educational practices and ideas
that define maker-centered learning, and introduces the focal concepts of
maker empowerment and sensitivity to design. Shares cutting edge research
that provides evidence of the benefits of maker-centered learning for
students and education as a whole. Presents a clear Project Zero-based
framework for maker-centered teaching and learning Includes valuable educator
resources that can be applied in a variety of design and maker-centered
learning environments Describes unique thinking routines that foster the
primary maker capacities of looking closely, exploring complexity, and
finding opportunity. A surge of voices from government, industry, and
education have argued that, in order to equip the next generation for life
and work in the decades ahead, it is vital to support maker-centered learning
in various educational environments. Maker-Centered Learning provides insight
into what that means, and offers tools and knowledge that can be applied
anywhere that learning takes place.
  Designing Web Navigation James Kalbach,2007-08-28 Thoroughly rewritten for
today's web environment, this bestselling book offers a fresh look at a
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fundamental topic of web site development: navigation design. Amid all the
changes to the Web in the past decade, and all the hype about Web 2.0 and
various rich interactive technologies, the basic problems of creating a good
web navigation system remain. Designing Web Navigation demonstrates that good
navigation is not about technology-it's about the ways people find
information, and how you guide them. Ideal for beginning to intermediate web
designers, managers, other non-designers, and web development pros looking
for another perspective, Designing Web Navigation offers basic design
principles, development techniques and practical advice, with real-world
examples and essential concepts seamlessly folded in. How does your web site
serve your business objectives? How does it meet a user's needs? You'll learn
that navigation design touches most other aspects of web site development.
This book: Provides the foundations of web navigation and offers a framework
for navigation design Paints a broad picture of web navigation and basic
human information behavior Demonstrates how navigation reflects brand and
affects site credibility Helps you understand the problem you're trying to
solve before you set out to design Thoroughly reviews the mechanisms and
different types of navigation Explores information scent and information
shape Explains persuasive architecture and other design concepts Covers
special contexts, such as navigation design for web applications Includes an
entire chapter on tagging While Designing Web Navigation focuses on creating
navigation systems for large, information-rich sites serving a business
purpose, the principles and techniques in the book also apply to small sites.
Well researched and cited, this book serves as an excellent reference on the
topic, as well as a superb teaching guide. Each chapter ends with suggested
reading and a set of questions that offer exercises for experiencing the
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concepts in action.
  Project Management ToolBox Russ J. Martinelli,Dragan Z.
Milosevic,2016-02-01 Boost your performance with improved project management
tactics Project Management ToolBox: Tools and Techniques for the Practicing
Project Manager, Second Edition offers a succinct explanation of when, where,
and how to use project management resources to enhance your work. With
updated content that reflects key advances in the project management field,
including planning, implementation, control, cost, and scheduling, this
revised text offers added material that covers relevant topics, such as
agility, change management, governance, reporting, and risk management. This
comprehensive resource provides a contemporary set of tools, explaining each
tool's purpose and intention, development, customization and variations, and
benefits and disadvantages. Additionally, examples, tips, and milestone
checks guide you through the application of these tools, helping you
practically apply the information you learn. Effective project management can
support a company in increasing market share, improving the quality of
products, and enhancing customer service. With so many aspects of project
management changing as the business world continues to evolve, it is critical
that you stay up to date on the latest topics in this field. Explore emerging
topics within the world of project management, keeping up to date on the
latest, most relevant subject areas Leverage templates, exercises, and
PowerPoint presentations to enhance your project management skills Discuss
tips, reporting, implementation, documentation, and other essentials of the
project management field Consider how project management fits into various
industries, including technology, construction, healthcare, and product
development Project Management ToolBox: Tools and Techniques for the
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Practicing Project Manager, Second Edition is an essential resource for
experienced project managers and project management students alike.
  Screens and Teens Kathy Koch,2015-02-18 If you feel like you’re losing your
teen to technology, you’re not alone. Screen time is rapidly replacing family
time, and for teens especially, it is hardwiring the way they connect with
their world. In Screens and Teens, Dr. Kathy helps you make sense of all this
and empowers you to respond. She: Exposes the lies that technology can teach
your teen Guides you in countering those lies with biblical truths and
helpful practices Shares success stories of families who have cut back on
technology and prioritized each other Kathy’s research, experience, and
relatability all come together for an inspiring book, sure to help you be
closer with your kids. Dr. Kathy continues to inform and inspire me with
Screens and Teens. I feel better equipped to parent my kids in our constantly
changing world because of her wisdom. Dr. Kathy’s expertise makes her my go-
to person when I have questions about technology and the way it affects our
family. Whether you have kids or not, this book will make you more aware of
the tech-driven world we live in and encourage you to make bold, smart
choices. -Kirk Cameron, Actor/Producer Grab a pen and get ready to underline,
circle, and write That’s so us! in the margins. Be equipped to keep your
family connected. BONUS: Every book includes an access code to stream or
download a powerful 9-session video series (valued at $20) for FREE! In these
videos, Dr. Kathy presents eye-opening insights to help you connect with your
teen in a whole new way. Designed to be watched prior to reading each
chapter, they will help you to engage the book on a deeper level.
  If I Ran the Zoo Dr. Seuss,2013-10-22 Animals abound in Dr. Seuss’s
Caldecott Honor–winning picture book If I Ran the Zoo. Gerald McGrew imagines
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the myriad of animals he’d have in his very own zoo, and the adventures he’ll
have to go on in order to gather them all. Featuring everything from a lion
with ten feet to a Fizza-ma-Wizza-ma-Dill, this is a classic Seussian crowd-
pleaser. In fact, one of Gerald’s creatures has even become a part of the
language: the Nerd!
  Anger Management for Substance Abuse and Mental Health Clients Patrick M.
Reilly,2002
  CBT Toolbox for Children and Adolescents Lisa Phifer,Amanda Crowder,Tracy
Elsenraat,Robert Hull,2017-09 Inside this workbook you'll find hundreds of
worksheets, exercises, and activities to help treat: - Trauma - ADHD - Autism
- Anxiety - Depression - Conduct Disorders. Written by clinicians and
teachers with decades of experience working with kids, these practical and
easy-to-use therapy tools are vital to teaching children how to cope with and
overcome their deepest struggles.
  The Federal Reserve System Purposes and Functions Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System,2002 Provides an in-depth overview of the Federal
Reserve System, including information about monetary policy and the economy,
the Federal Reserve in the international sphere, supervision and regulation,
consumer and community affairs and services offered by Reserve Banks.
Contains several appendixes, including a brief explanation of Federal Reserve
regulations, a glossary of terms, and a list of additional publications.
  A History Teaching Toolbox Russel Tarr,2018-09-05 This second volume of A
History Teaching Toolbox is an ideal handbook for busy classroom teachers
eager to try out fresh strategies with their students. More than 65 tried and
tested activities and approaches are organised into helpful categories and
explained with step-by-step instructions and topic-specific examples to
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illustrate how they can be immediately employed. A History Teaching Toolbox
Volume Two is written for both new and experienced classroom practitioners
keen to bring history alive for their students and is written by award-
winning history teacher Russel Tarr. Chapter outline 1. Imparting knowledge
to students Escape the room! Three effective role-play techniques Hand
gestures to reflect changing relations between groups Unlock the box
Mysterious moments Image flash Time-wipes 2. Debate and Discussion Strategies
Chat-show challenges Tell us something we donít know! Protest placards:
design, anticipate, react Brilliance or Baloney? Guess the statistics Sticky
notes for silent presentations Boxing match debates 3. Transforming and
applying knowledge TripAdvisor graphics showing impact in various places
Design a theme park based around the topic Convert statistics into
infographics Design / destroy a banknote Create a Google Doodle Produce a
board game Guess who? 4. Comparing, contrasting, linking Sports commentaries
Crime boards Dialogue poems Speed dates / Blind dates Top trumps Which one
doesn't belong? 5. Judgments and interpretations Relationship webs Living
graph Factor auction How would geographers approach this question? Design a
DVD Inlay Time travel agent: complaint letters v. advertising blurb 6. Group
work approaches Destroy or deploy? Random name picker Re-enact a conference
Which part of the body were you? Image jigsaw Peer assessment slips 7: Tests
and revision Takeaway mark scheme How certain are you? Plot holes in history
Spiced-up ìclozeî exercises Alphabet challenge Rhyming timelines Exam
questions from hell 8: Classroom display Knowledge cubes The big picture Rice
above the statistics Affordable props Meme posters Turn the topic into
objects 9: Essay skills Sketch-noting and beyond Backward rainbow essays
Student vocabulary bookmark Biased words knockout challenge Online essay-
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writing tools Compare opening paragraphs of several books 10: Other ideas
Build history into the school calendar Wheel of emotions Using Emojis Dream
sources Fake news Breaking news / Click bait Biographies beyond the syllabus
Five ways to use music effectively
  Theory at a Glance Karen Glanz,1997
  The Big Book of Conflict Resolution Games: Quick, Effective Activities to
Improve Communication, Trust and Collaboration Mary Scannell,2010-05-28 Make
workplace conflict resolution a game that EVERYBODY wins! Recent studies show
that typical managers devote more than a quarter of their time to resolving
coworker disputes. The Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games offers a wealth
of activities and exercises for groups of any size that let you manage your
business (instead of managing personalities). Part of the acclaimed,
bestselling Big Books series, this guide offers step-by-step directions and
customizable tools that empower you to heal rifts arising from ineffective
communication, cultural/personality clashes, and other specific problem
areas—before they affect your organization's bottom line. Let The Big Book of
Conflict-Resolution Games help you to: Build trust Foster morale Improve
processes Overcome diversity issues And more Dozens of physical and verbal
activities help create a safe environment for teams to explore several common
forms of conflict—and their resolution. Inexpensive, easy-to-implement, and
proved effective at Fortune 500 corporations and mom-and-pop businesses
alike, the exercises in The Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games delivers
everything you need to make your workplace more efficient, effective, and
engaged.
  Legal Design Corrales Compagnucci, Marcelo,Haapio, Helena,Hagan,
Margaret,Doherty, Michael,2021-10-21 This innovative book proposes new
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theories on how the legal system can be made more comprehensible, usable and
empowering for people through the use of design principles. Utilising key
case studies and providing real-world examples of legal innovation, the book
moves beyond discussion to action. It offers a rich set of examples,
demonstrating how various design methods, including information, service,
product and policy design, can be leveraged within research and practice.
  Visual C# 2005 Harvey M. Deitel,Paul J. Deitel,2006 Learn how to build
winning C# applications, start to finish, using the Deitels' proven
methodology and signature Live-Code(tm) Approach! This new edition includes
extensive use of Visual Studio 2005's new visual programming tools that
tremendously reduce the amount of code programmers need to write in ADO.NET
and ASP.NET applications. With these new tools, programmers can develop
powerful ADO.NET and ASP.NET applications quickly and easily. You'll start
with an introduction to C# and Visual C# 2005 Express. After examining
methods and arrays, the Deitels present an in-depth introduction to object-
oriented programming. They introduce powerful exception handling techniques
for building mission critical software; followed by in-depth coverage of C#-
based GUI development. Coverage also includes: multithreading; strings,
characters; regular expressions; graphics; files and streams; and more. Next,
you'll extend your C# applications to leverage XML and .NET, as you master
ADO.NET database access and ASP.NET Web services delivery. An integrated,
optional ATM case study teaches object-oriented design with UML(tm) 2.0 while
a new GradeBook case study aids in the discussion of early classes and
objects. From networking to security, the Deitels present hundreds of expert
tips on good programming practices, avoiding errors, maximizing performance,
testing, and debugging. For beginning programmers, and for developers
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experienced with traditional languages who want to master C# quickly.
  CBT Toolbox for Children and Adolescents Lisa Weed Phifer,Amanda
Crowder,Tracy Elsenraat,2017-09-15 The CBT Toolbox for Children and
Adolescents gives you the resources to help the children in your life handle
their daily obstacles with ease. Written by clinicians and teachers with
decades of experience working with kids, these unique and effective therapy
tools are vital to teaching youth how to cope with and overcome their day-to-
day struggles. Step-by-step, you'll see how the best strategies from
cognitive behavioral therapy are adapted for children to treat: - Trauma -
ADHD - Autism - Anxiety - Depression - Conduct Disorders
  No Parking at the End Times Bryan Bliss,2015-02-24 Abigail's parents
believed the world was going to end. And—of course—it didn't. But they've
lost everything anyway. And she must decide: does she still believe in them?
Or is it time to believe in herself? Fans of Sara Zarr, David Levithan, and
Rainbow Rowell will connect with this moving debut. Abigail's parents never
should have made that first donation to that end-of-times preacher. Or the
next, or the next. They shouldn't have sold their house. Or packed Abigail
and her twin brother, Aaron, into their old van to drive across the country
to San Francisco, to be there for the end of the world. Because now they're
living in their van. And Aaron is full of anger, disappearing to who-knows-
where every night. Their family is falling apart. All Abigail wants is to
hold them together, to get them back to the place where things were right.
But maybe it's too big a task for one teenage girl. Bryan Bliss's thoughtful
debut novel is about losing everything—and about what you will do for the
people you love.
  SysML Distilled Lenny Delligatti,2014 SysML Distilled is a go-to reference
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for everyone who wants to start creating accurate and useful system models
with SysML. Drawing on his pioneering experience creating models for Lockheed
Martin and NASA, Lenny Delligatti illuminates SysML's core components, and
shows how to use them even under tight deadlines and other constraints. The
reader needn't know all of SysML to create effective models: SysML Distilled
quickly teaches what does need to be known, and helps deepen the reader's
knowledge incrementally as the need arises.
  GeoWorld ,2001
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